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PVE designed as viable alternative for/next to CBA

1. Cost-Benefit Analysis dominant method for evaluation public policies;

2. Societal value of a government policy derived from number of euros that 

individuals are willing to pay from their private income for the impacts; 

3. Longstanding criticism ‘private willingness to pay’ approach:

• Philosophy (Kelman, Sagoff, Ackerman and Heinzerling);

• Economics (Solow, Sunstein; Sen);

• Psychology/behavioral economics (Thaler, Kahneman).

Consumer-citizen duality:

“Individuals’ private WTP may not reflect how they want public policies to change.”
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Ackerman, Heinzerling, Sagoff

What explains the consumer-citizen duality?

“Moral considerations more salient in a 

public context than in a private context”

Thaler and Kahneman

“Dollars in different mental accounts can 

have different purposes. Private and public 

euros might have different purposes.”
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Route choice experiment (consumer/car driver choice) 

• We ask you to choose one of the two routes; 

• Both 2x2-lane motorways;

• 80,000 trips per day (29 million trips per year);

• Costs are equal.

Route A Route B 

Travel time 40 minutes 30 minutes

Number of traffic 
deaths on the road

2 per year 4 per year
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Government choice experiment (citizen choice)

• The government decided to build a new road

• The government still needs to decide about the route of the new road.

• Government asks you whether you would recommend Route A or B

• Both 2x2-lane motorways

• 80,000 trips per day (29 million trips per year)

• Costs are equal

Route A Route B 

Travel time 40 minutes 30 minutes

Number of traffic 
deaths on the road

2 per year 4 per year
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• Mouter, van Cranenburgh, van Wee, 2017. Do individuals have different 

preferences as consumer and citizen? The trade-off between travel time and 

safety. Transportation Research Part A. 

• Conclusion: trade-offs individuals make between safety and travel time differ 

in a car driver context (consumer of mobility) and a citizen context.

• Using car driver preferences or citizen preferences big influence on 

results of welfare analysis of government projects: 

• Citizen: 15 min travel time savings for 80,000 trips per day < prevention of 1 

traffic death per year;

• Car driver: 3 minutes travel time savings for 80,000 trips per day > prevention 

of 1 traffic death per year;

• Car driver (current Dutch values): 45 sec travel time savings for 80,000 

trips per day > prevention of 1 traffic death per year;
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What is Participatory Value Evaluation? 

• Evaluation method which assesses the preferences for government policy 

options through mass participation of citizens 

The essence of a PVE

1. Citizens are put in the shoes of a policy maker in an online environment;

2. Citizens see the choice options including pros/cons/impacts of choice options;

3. Citizens see the constraints that a government faces;

4. Citizens are asked to provide a recommendation;

5. Citizens are asked to explain their recommendations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D_g_HTnS50
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• Choice situation: Should the government relax corona measures between May 

20 and July 20? And if so, which measures should be relaxed;

• Choice options: 8 relaxation measures (policy options);

• Impacts: increase deaths and lasting physical injuries; decrease lasting mental 

injuries and loss of income;

• Constraint: pressure on health system cannot increase with more than 50%.

• Explanation for each relaxation measure they recommended

• Which relaxation measures should not be considered? 

PVE for lifting corona measures
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Results 
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MDCEV model: 

• Assumptions:

• Assumes that individuals select portfolio with highest utility

• Attractiveness of a policy option defined by attributes and other properties

• Individuals can derive utility from the public resources that are not allocated 

(in this case, advise against allocating full capacity health system)

• Using the output of choice model we predict most desired portfolio

• Main differences with labelled DCE

• Participants in a DCE express preferences through selecting a single policy 

option. In a PVE, participants select a bundle of policy options

• In a PVE, participants express preferences towards the extent to which a 

scarce public resource should be allocated. 

PVE Choice M. Prefs. Ranks
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Results
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Qualitative results 
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Qualitative results 
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Little support for relaxation options that remove restrictions for 

specific groups

"We must rise from this crisis together. It's not wise to create divisions.“

"There should be no difference between people. We live in one country and

all have to follow the same rules. We are all Dutch and that means equal

treatment".

“We are a country of 17 million people, who should be treated equally. We

fight for equality and against racism so you should not make a distinction

between people that live in different parts of the country.”

‘Unity’ and not ‘diversity’ 
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Perceived strenghts
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More information

www.tudelft.nl/covidexit

www.tudelft.nl/pve

n.mouter@tudelft.nl

Working paper COVID-19 PVE

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.11.09.20228718v1

http://www.tudelft.nl/covidexit
http://www.tudelft.nl/pve
mailto:n.mouter@tudelft.nl

